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List of Images in Continuous History Presentation

[1] Institute of Marine Biology (IMB) building and dock on Magueyes Island, La Parguera, Puerto Rico, 1957
[2] Reverse side of building
[3] R/V Carite at Sardinero, Mona Island
[4] Scuba Diving off R/V Carite at Desecheo
[6] Bermuda Biological Station, buildings and vessel, Bermuda, 1957
[8] Bermuda Biological Station, view from the water, Bermuda, 1958
[10] Institute of Marine Biology wider view of Magueyes Island, La Parguera, Puerto Rico, 1957
[11] Dr. Juan Rivero and Juan Gonzalez at the time of the 1st AMLC Meeting
[12] Dr. Robert E. Coker, 1st AMLC Meeting Participant
[13] Dr. John B. Lewis, 1st AMLC Meeting Participant, today
[17] Marine Laboratory, Universidad de Oriente, Santiago de Cuba
[18-19] AIMLC participants in 2nd meeting at Bermuda
[20, 22] tour of the lab at 2nd AIMLC meeting in Bermuda
[21] Planning session at 2nd AIMLC meeting
[23] Newspaper article concerning 2nd meeting
[24] AIMLC participants in 2nd meeting at Bermuda
[25-26, 28] Juan A. Rivero as a young Professor
[27] Newspaper Article about Juan Rivero and first AIMLC Meeting
[29] Juan Rivero’s Television Program
[30-31] Juan G. Gonzalez as a young Professor
[32-34] AIMLC participants in 3rd meeting at Jamaica
[35] Dr. John E. “Jack” Randall in early 1960s and his and Juan Gonzalez’s article about IMB
[36] Jack, present day
[37] Dr. Peter W. Glynn, present day
[38-39] AIMLC participants in 4th meeting at Curaçao
[40] AIMLC participants in 5th meeting at Bimini
[41] Margarita Station of Marine Investigation, Margarita Island, Venezuela
[42-43] AIMLC participants in 6th meeting at Margarita Island, Venezuela
[44-45] AIMLC participants in 7th meeting at Barbados
[46] AIMLC Proceedings and meeting dedicated to Dr. Thomas F. Goreau (1924-1970)
[47] R/V Crawford vessel at Department of Marine Sciences, Puerto Rico
[48] Lerner Marine Lab, Bimini
[49] Charlene Long in 1971 about the time she joined AIMLC
[50] Magueyes Island Marine Laboratories
[51] Prof. Charles E. “Chuck” Cutress (1921-1992)
[52] Dr. Ivan Goodbody
[53] Charlene Long in 1986 AMLC activity
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former Lerner Marine Lab building
1st and 2nd Proceedings
8th and 17th Proceedings
22nd and 23rd Proceedings
24th and 25th Proceedings
28th and 30th Proceedings
Steve LeGore
Mike Dowgiallo receiving award
Bert and Lucy Award
Eneida and Juan Rivero recipient of the Founder’s Award,
Dr. Juan Gonzales recipient of the Distinguished Service Award,
Charlene Long recipient of the Distinguished Service Award,
50th Anniversary Symbol of AMLC.